
Linda Jensen: Satire has this ability to delight 
and confound, and to be scathingly critical. 
How is your relation to this genre? What kind 
of intention do you have with it?
 
Andrew Gilbert: I use satire as constructive 
criticism: I subvert images and exaggerate. 
Humor is the way I must respond to the 
absurd contemporary propaganda narrative. 

LJ: You have mentioned that your interest in 
the British Empire comes from watching a 
1964 film called Zulu about the fight between 
the Zulu and the Brits. Could you tell me a bit 
more how it came about, for example, what 
were some defining triggers that sparked 
your interest? Is this an interest that you think 
will be life-long?

AG: Probably the first source of excitement 
was the Zulu war costumes and British 
uniforms. Then came the connection as a 
child in my mind between the Zulus who 
charged the British with primitive weapons 
and the Highlanders who, armed with 
primitive weapons, charged the British at 
Culloden in 1746 (a battlefield which I visited 
often as a child in the Scottish Highlands). 
By coincidence I later read the John Prebble 
book Culloden wherein he makes the point 
that a British soldier at Rorke’s Drift (the Zulu 
battle) would have seen his enemy as exotic 
the same way as a British soldier facing the 
Scottish Highlanders would have. I was also 
fascinated by why a film about killing Africans 
was so popular in Britain and why Britain is so 
obsessed by its glorious last stands against 
overwhelming odds. As I began to learn more 
about the Anglo Zulu War - it became clear 
that the film failed to depict that the Zulus 

were defending their land, and to show the 
execution of the wounded Zulus. Instead in 
the film the Zulus sing a song praising the 
defenders’ valor at Rorke’s Drift and leave. 
The obsession does not end there, I was 
finally able to visit South Africa in 2014. I went 
to KwaZulu-Natal and many of the major 
Anglo Zulu War battlefields, but also the main 
locations of the Zulu Boer conflicts in which 
the Boer/European settlers claimed that God 
had given them the Land as their divine right 
and they beat the Zulus again using modern 
weapons. I need to go back. 

LJ: Do you use source materials for your 
drawings?
 
AG: Yes, my research is constant and eternal 
so to speak. I never go to contemporary 
art galleries; instead I visit ethnographic 
museums, military museums or museums of 
German Expressionism. I collect books and 
objects and postcards, and many say that I 
live in a museum. Some drawings are drawn 
directly from historical sources, and then 
slightly changed in detail to alter the meaning 
or insert humor or contemporary symbols. 
‘Colonial Exhibition’ posters act as sources, 
which is why I use the words “Exotic” and 
“Erotic” so often! I collect French and German 
anti-British propaganda (drawings and 
postcards) as well as British propaganda 
post cards of the 1930s. I collect also DDR 
anti-imperialist and anti-colonial resistance 
images. Or coffee cups from military 
museums. I like that you can buy a Lord 
Kitchener coffee cup in Brighton. He is the 
man who invented the Concentration Camp 
in South Africa during the Anglo Boer War. 
I also collect anything connected to Zulu 
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culture, from Czech Zulu Cola glasses to 
mock traditional warrior head dresses sold 
to tourists in South Africa, or the hand drawn 
Patterson’s Camp Coffee adverts that have a 
British military slogans such as “Ready Aye 
Ready” which play on the words of a soldier 
being ready and the instant coffee being 
ready to drink. The original adverts showed 
an Indian serving a sitting Scot soldier of 
the British Army. Today they sit together as 
equals.) 

LJ: The sculpture you will create at Last Tango 
includes a crucifix. Could you tell us a bit 
about it. Are there undertones of blasphemy?
AG: Well, I think the moment Jesus threw 
out the gamblers from the temple is very 
relevant to art today. Jesus would agree with 
me that contemporary art is degenerate and 
must be cleansed. I am fascinated with idol 
worship, the idea of an object being filled 
with divine energy, or the fact that humans 
need to imagine objects are filled with divine 
power. As a student I read a lot of Thomas 
à Kempis and his writings on the fact that 
the Church gives the worshiper a diluted 
form of religion. As a mystic he sought 
direct contact to the divine. (Not the Diet 
Cola version offered through the Host.) I am 
also very interested in the Reformation, the 
destruction of primitive European idols and 
the destruction of African religious objects as 
idols by Christian missionaries. This led me at 
art school to make my own primitive Christian 
idols that became combined with World War 
I propaganda. The British claimed Germans 
hammered nails into their war monuments 
and were therefore as savage as Africans. 
I then combined this with advertising (my 
own made up pineapple juice company) 
as I am also fascinated by the link between 
propaganda and advertising.

I like the idea of the European being put to 
death by his own symbol of enlightenment 
and the crucifixion, the missionaries’ ideal of 
civilizing the Dark Continents going wrong, 
and the Europeans being executed. I once 
researched the Xhosa Wars against the British 
(“Africa’s 100 Years War”). At the start the 
Xhosa retained their strict codes of warfare, 
but by the 8th war and after more and more 
of their land was taken they began to crucify 
and mutilate British soldiers (this conflict is 
described as early guerrilla warfare). I also 
like that the Xhosa painted themselves red 

for war, just as the British wear their red ritual 
war costumes.

LJ: Why is the ‘self’ and your residence 
(Berlin) placed into in the narrative? Does 
your Scottish heritage play a role?
AG: This allows me to create a narrative, to 
witness these events and bring them to life. 
My plan is to build my own military museum 
with all my self-made artifacts and a whole 
army or regiment in the garden and many 
self-made servants bringing me coffee. I have 
a reoccurring fantasy of entering a clearing 
in a forest and encountering an idol,with 
fresh blood on it. Although I have built the 
idol I have never seen it before. It is the most 
perfect example of an idol ever. The priest has 
just left, only the priest and I understand how 
to activate this idol. 

My Scottish roots do play a role. Like the 
Zulus there is a great deal of romance about 
these so called “warrior peoples.” Both rely 
on this for tourism, but both tribal systems are 
chiefdoms wherein the serfs have no rights 
etc. The Zulus collaborated with the apartheid 
government, while Lowland Scots who spoke 
English and not Gaelic supported the British 
against the Jacobean Highlanders. I therefore 
find it absurd to see that Highland dress have 
now has become a symbol of “romantic” rich 
people dinner parties in Edinburgh. It was 
originally invented in the 19th century after 
tartan Gaelic and bagpipes were banned 
in 1746 due to their association with the 
Rebellion. There is a theory that Scottish 
soldiers of the British army appear so often 
in films and historical paintings because they 
were so brave (warrior tribe/natural fighters 
etc.) but others argue it is simply because of 
the primitive Zuluesque costumes, the big 
black bear skin hats, feathers and kilts.

LJ:  What do you think about ethnographic 
museums and their arrangement of objects?
AG: I am fascinated by the emotive displays, 
the dark lighting, the sand in vitrine to evoke 
exotic setting, the use sometimes of [African] 
drum music in background. This would be 
the same as presenting Christian European 
paintings with incense and organ music.

LJ: You hijack the idea of fetish object, with 
super market items (fresh produce), to 
show how Europe is primitive. There are 
various modes of understanding the fetish; 



anthropological, Marxian, and Freudian 
(rejection of reality and thinking of them as 
a substitute). Do you read into any of these 
ideas? Is there a link to the Dada object? 
Why are fruits considered to be “symbols of 
power”?

AG: I have never read Marx or Freud but I 
think they would like my work. Regarding 
Dada: I studied art history, including 
Primitivism in Modern Art in the class of Prof. 
Elizabeth Cowling. I learned about Dada at 
age 18 and it confirmed all my childhood 
research. As a child I already created my own 
pseudo tribal language and dressed in my 
grandmothers animal fur to create my own 
tribal shaman costume. I already renamed 
objects and was obsessed by connecting 
objects together to create sacred ritual 
objects out of everyday objects (e.g. carrot 
= god / chopped carrot = host diluted from 
worship,/ transubstantiation = cannibalism 
of power etc.) I saw in African art organic 
forms and tried as a student to recreate them 
with vegetables. Pineapples look like Zulu 
Headdress, and remind me of the Madonna 
or of a crown. It is the symbol of power and 
luxury. Supermarkets categorize nature and 
reflect the colonial mindset which eventually 
leads to concentration camps. This is why 
I have made installations of mushroom 
people: brown mushrooms fighting white 
mushrooms.

LJ: What do you think is important in 
understanding the colonial critique today? Do 
you read texts on Post Colonial thinking?

AG: I do not read such things, but I am aware 
for example that the “Anglo Boer War” is now 
called the South African War as so many 
Blacks died, and which was previously not 
acknowledged in the previous name. 
To know history explains much of what is 
happening today. Patterns are repeated, there 
is the creation of borders, forever reasons 
for occupation and never done for ideals 
of enlightenment and civilization, but for 
economic reasons. Backed up by propaganda 
the “enemy” is described as savage again and 
again. 

LJ: In some of your paintings you feature 
elements from modernist painters, such as 
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, how come?

I discovered Kirchner at age 16, and thought 
there was a central composition line between 
me, Kirchner, Germany and Africa. As it 
turned out this line was real and he brought 
be to Berlin and from there to South Africa. 
Kirchner appears in my painting Africa 
Destroys Europe where is in the stomach of 
a beast (me) and Nolde is also there drinking 
coffee with his painting in the background. 
Expressionism created a romantic image of 
the “savage culture” which is relevant today, 
but at the same time parody must be made, 
hence the reason for the iphone in my savage 
warrior drawings. It is said that Kirchner 
transformed his apartment into a tribal hut as 
a rejection of contemporary industrialization. 
This idea of him pretending to be in the 
“savage” African paradise is absurd to 
me. I am very interested in the creation of 
stereotypes and propaganda.


